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sometimes a little extra bonus is what you need to keep going in a game like this. your party
members aren't just picked based on their class like in other games: a human mage can't fight well,
and a bear totemist can't really fight very well at all. the system allows you to build a custom party
and balance it with the strengths and weaknesses of your allies with a lot of options. that said, the

system does have its flaws. the most obvious are that some characters are fairly redundant. you can
carry up to three members of your party at once, but you can't mix classes or have a character from

different classes in the same party, so you're sometimes left without a fighter or ranged attacker.
additionally, throughout your journey you'll become the leader of a small band of your fellow party

members. this involves taking them from a neutral faction to your party and fighting alongside them.
you can even have multiple leaders at once, and they can't go and fight for themselves, they have to
stick with you. a major addition to the story, called the orzammar sector is brand-new to the world of

dragon age and actually useful. it's a new location on the map, and the first major sector beyond
orzammar. you can get there by a portal, and you can use your own dragon age: origins progress to

go there if you want. you don't know what the orzammar gate is, so there's an excellent in-game
dungeon guide to help you out. it'll even estimate how long it'll take to clear the area, depending on

your level. it's kind of randomized too, so you'll need to battle the monsters regularly to progress
through the dungeon.
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inquisition's companion app is fairly simple and
straightforward. it highlights the companions you've
unlocked and lists any you haven't. some are helpful

in the story, especially the ones you can use in
dunwall and kirkwall. others are used to power up

various skills or serve as an escort to other
locations. as your character gains levels, you can

see whether your companions will continue to
accompany you. as such, it's not always helpful to
add companions in the hopes of finding someone

better. leveling up your companions improves their
stats, unlocks new abilities, and makes them

stronger when it's time to clash with darkspawn.
inquisition companion app gives you a pretty good

idea of who's available and what they'll do, but
sometimes that isn't enough. there are several other

ways to check out what's available, including
looking at the inquisition companion map for

location-specific companions. once you unlock them,
you'll be able to see where they live, where they
serve best, and what they can do. in some cases,
the various maps also provide information on the
strengths and weaknesses of the characters, their

missions, and the skills they can develop.
companion app is extremely useful and easy to use,
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but can be fickle if you don't follow a few key tips.
before considering to attempt to unlock a specific

companion, make sure you have the companion app
guide and know what to expect. play through the
story and carefully note which companions are
helpful and which ones aren't. once you unlock

them, look at their profiles and compare them to
others in your party. the one with the best stat

boost for your class should be your main
companion. like you, they should be kind,

knowledgeable, and eager to do whatever it takes to
win the fight against the darkspawn. 5ec8ef588b
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